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Dog Aggression with other dogs 

How to introduce your dog to another dog and prevent aggressive 
attacks 

Dog attacks are commonly experienced by many owners and I would like 
to suggest some guidelines you can follow to help avoid or prevent this. 

To begin, you must lead your dog to meet another dog and not allow your 
dog to pull you frantically with excitable, nervous or dominant energy as 
this is a recipe for aggressive behaviour. Wait until your dog has a calm 
energy before you attempt to gradually move forward, should that not be 
possible, turn and walk in the other direction. It is great to let dogs 
socialize, however, not all dogs like other dogs in the same way that not 
all people like other people. I would not force a dog to socialize with 
other dogs, however your dog must remain in a calm and submissive 
mode when around other dogs. This is vital because any other emotional 
state can very quickly lead to trouble.  

How to identify dominant and submissive signals in dogs 

So many attacks can be avoided when you are able to recognise dominant 
and submissive signals in dogs. Looking at posture and different areas of 
body language enables you to identify when a dog is giving calm, 
submissive signals or dominant warning signs. 
 
The signals that show dominance in dogs are: 
 
A large, confident body posture  
Raised head 
Raised ears 
Large, staring eyes   
Curled, raised lips 
Wrinkled muzzle 
A high raised tail 
 
The signals that show calm, submission are: 
 
 Eyes 
 
Narrowed or blinking eyes can mean: 
 
Sociable 
Peace-making 



Surrender or, 
Fear 
 
Looking away can mean: 
 
Peace-making 
Surrender or, 
Fear 
 
Ears 
 
Flattened ears can mean: 
 
Sociable 
Peace-making or, 
Surrender 
 
Totally flattened ears can mean: 
 
Surrender or, 
Fear 
 
Flickering ears can mean: 
 
Peace making 
Surrender or, 
Fear 
 
Mouth 
 
A drawn back mouth can mean: 
 
Sociable 
Peace-making or, 
Surrender 
 
Forehead 
 
A flat forehead can mean: 
 
Surrender 
 
 



Lips 
 
Lips normally placed can mean: 
 
Sociable or, 
Peace-maker 
 
Muzzle 
 
A smooth muzzle can mean: 
 
Sociable or, 
Peace-making 
 
To summarise: 
 
Calm, submission would be indicated by a lowered body posture, which 
could also be sitting or lying down, with ears back, eyes small, a lowered 
tail (not curled under as this is fearful) and looking away.  
 
When your dog is in fearful situations where his tail curls under, try to 
hold the tail up higher, this will send a different message to his brain and 
put him in a more secure state of mind. 
 
Aggressive attacks when on the lead 
 
Should your dog show dominant signals when he is on the lead in the 
park or an open space, here is how to take control. 
 
The de-sensitising technique: 
 
The moment your dog starts to lunge, bark or snarl at another dog, calmly 
but assertively turn and walk in the opposite direction leading him with 
you. Your dog will try to turn his head and continue what he had started 
so you must jerk the lead towards you saying a firm ‘No’ or ‘Hey’ to 
break his intent. Ensure that his head faces forwards and he is walking 
beside you. When you have achieved this, which is usually quite quick, 
turn and walk towards the dog again. The moment your dog starts to 
lunge, bark or snarl at the other dog you calmly but assertively turn and 
walk in the opposite direction again leading him with you repeating the 
whole exercise again. What you will quickly find is that you are able to 
get closer and closer to the other dog until eventually you are able to have 
a conversation with the other dog owner (providing their dog is not 



looking for a fight) while your dog patiently waits beside you. This is 
easier and more effective when the other dog is in a calm, submissive 
state of mind and either standing still or on the lead.  
 
This is an extremely effective method, which I call a de-sensitising 
technique and is something I have referred to throughout this course. It 
can be used whenever there is a ‘trigger.’ What I mean by a ‘trigger’ is 
anything that creates an unwanted behaviour in your dog. The ‘trigger’ 
could be other dogs, cats, joggers, the postman, cars or anything. 
 
The key to success is to create the scene. For example ask another dog 
owner (with a submissive dog) to stand still for you in the park so you 
can use this de-sensitizing method. It will mean going out at times when 
there are a lot of dog walkers. I can hear you cringing and saying ‘I avoid 
these times as it means trouble’, however the way to overcome unwanted 
behaviours is to create a controlled setting that sparks the reaction. You 
can then work with the unwanted behaviour and balance your dog. 
Avoidance is a great technique too and is effective until we meet an 
unexpected dog and all hell breaks loose!  
 
You will need an open space so you can turn and walk in the opposite 
direction. Timing is very important, so turn the moment your dog goes to 
react, rather than waiting for him to become stressed and then trying to 
work with him. If you meet another dog where there is not an option to 
walk in the other direction such as another dog walking towards you in 
the street, then cross the road or stop and stand back so the other dog can 
pass. Use the technique of jerking the lead towards you to keep your 
dog’s head looking forward and ensure that you remain calm.  
 
It is confrontational to stare in the eyes of a dog and also a dominant 
action to be moving forward, which both dogs will be doing if you remain 
on the same side of the road. This is why so many dogs crouch down or 
stop as they are assessing each other for dominance and submissiveness. 
If you watch how two dogs greet each other they do not do so head on, 
but one dog will curve around the other dog and approach from the side.  
 
All aggression training needs to be carried out on the lead as it is very 
difficult to control the outcome when dogs are off the lead. 
 
When going out on the walk view the whole experience as a wonderful 
opportunity to work with your dog to make him happy and well balanced. 
Stay away from dread and ‘what if’s’ and remember use visualisation 



before you go out and think of happy memories whilst on the walk to 
keep you in a balanced state of mind. 
 
Dogs that bark, growl and grumble at other dogs 
 
Some dog owners say ‘My dog barks, grumbles and growls sometimes at 
other dogs but don’t worry he is not aggressive.’ The thing to understand 
here is that growling and barking is a dominant communication to tell 
another dog to back off, which is fine if the other dog is more submissive. 
Problems occur when the other dog feels more dominant as this can very 
quickly turn into a fight. In this instance it would be advisable to correct 
both dogs, the one that barks, grumbles and growls the moment he starts 
and the other dog when their body language shows dominance, again 
timing is very important here.  Correcting is so much easier when the dog 
is on the lead and you can do so with a jerk of the lead combined with a 
firm ‘No’ or ‘Hey’. You can also use the de-sensitising technique, which 
we discussed earlier, to calm the energy between the dogs. Should the 
dogs be off the lead, aim to calmly put them back on the lead. At this time 
if you are panicky and stressed this will add to an already tense 
atmosphere and is likely to fuel the possibility of an attack. 
 
Should a dog attack occur 
 
It is really good to take the time to integrate the dogs at the 'scene of the 
crime' and what I mean by this is to use the de-sensitising method or 
jerking of the lead technique combined with a firm ‘hey’ or ‘no’ to get 
their attention. Your aim is to gradually bring the dogs closer together 
both avoiding eye contact and in a calm state.  This may seem a tall order 
but it is worth spending the time using these methods until they become 
calm and submissive. More commonly the owner walks away 
embarrassed and reprimanding their dog which does not resolve the 
problem. This is an understandable response, however what we have 
unintentionally created is a dog that is likely to become more aggressive 
next time as nothing is resolved. On the next occasion he meets another 
dog it is likely he will associate with the previous attack. In addition we 
have added our anxiety to the atmosphere (and his association) which 
further fuels his reaction. This would be a recipe for disaster, but by 
integrating dogs when an attack has happened, both humans and dogs will 
be left with a good association. 
 
When integrating at the scene you do not need for the dogs to be best 
friends or smelling each other, you just need them in a calm, submissive 
state. Remember to think positive, if you have a fearful, anxious energy it 



will travel like an electric current down the lead and fill the air and your 
dog with tension. Should you have a small dog, please resist from picking 
your dog up as this further fuels the situation and the dog on the floor will 
try and get at the dog being picked up which can result in both you and 
your dog being injured. 
 
The part you play in balancing your dog 
 
You are probably already noticing that how you feel and what you think 
is having a big effect on your dog. If you feel more comfortable keeping 
your dog on the lead and only releasing him in certain areas, I would 
highly recommend that is what you do. The worst thing you can do is to 
let your dog off his lead when you feel anxious because not only will 
your dog sense your uneasiness but when we expect something to happen, 
it usually does. On the other hand, if you let your dog off the lead having 
reassured yourself that he always comes back and having listed in your 
mind all the wonderful things about him, your energy will be relaxed and 
your expectations will be in line with what you want. Most importantly, 
your dog will feel the calm, positive energy from you and he will react 
accordingly by behaving well and following your commands. You could 
think about a great holiday you had or a brilliant evening with friends, 
feeling how good it was, and then let him off. When you are calm and not 
negatively focusing on what you do not want to happen, you will have set 
a great atmosphere for both you and your dog to have a very enjoyable 
walk. Remember there is no right or wrong, what is important is that the 
action that you are taking is in alignment with the thoughts that you are 
thinking and most importantly, that you feel positive about taking that 
action. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Separation Anxiety 
 
Another distressful and costly behaviour related to dogs is separation 
anxiety. This is when dogs chew, bark, howl, pant and wee when their 
owners go out. I went to see one lady who had 2 boxers, the male boxer 
had clearly assumed the pack leader position and when I arrived the lady 
apologized that we were unable to sit on the sofa or chairs as the dog had 
destroyed the cushions! He had also chewed the carpet and had recently 
started on the mattress of her bed. The lady explained that it was pointless 
replacing these things as they too would be destroyed.  
 
I would like to explain why some dogs suffer from separation anxiety.  
 
Remember that pack leader responsibilities mean you are the decision 
maker, the protector and the one who is responsible for the pack. When 
you go out you may be feeling guilty and fuss your dog saying you won't 
be long. We spoke earlier about how this can agitate a nervous dog as you 
present yourself as a weak energy before you leave and to a dog who has 
assumed the leadership role, this means they have lost a member of the 
pack who they are responsible for. For some dogs the stress is so intense 
that they become frantic, it can be similar to humans losing a young child, 
we would not sit down and relax we would be frantic too. I have seen 
footage where dogs have gone through windows and chewed through 
doors to try and find their lost pack members. The stress is heightened 
even more if the person who is missing is the one who spends the most 
time with him.  
 
Another reason why a dog may suffer from separation anxiety is due to 
him being nervous or insecure by nature or personality. These dogs are 
sensitive to noises and frighten easily and feel the need to be around 
people in order to feel safe.  
 
In short separation anxiety can be demonstrated by an insecure or nervous 
dog and/or the result of a dog who has assumed the pack leader role. 
 
The reason that dogs chew is that it releases natural endorphins into their 
system, which are natural painkillers that help to calm them. When the 
owners arrive home many say 'My dog knows he has done wrong as he 
cowers and looks sorry'. Remember that dogs live in the moment they do 
not look at the destruction and think my owner is going to be livid at me 
when they come home. They are animals that associate and they have 
associated that when you come home, you are angry and upset and they 
are shouted at or possibly smacked. The fact that you arrive home in a 



bad mood reaffirms that you going out is not good. Some owners say 'My 
dog cowers when I get home and has not done anything.' This is purely 
due to association of what has happened in the past. Other owners say 
'My dog does it to spite me for going out' and whilst I do believe there is 
an element of 'How dare you leave me when I am in charge', I believe 
that the main reason for the destruction is stress related. 
 
Dogs take their role so seriously that they follow their owners around like 
a shadow, wherever the owner is the dog has to be, even when they go to 
the toilet! Humans tend to find this loving, however your dog cannot rest 
if he feels he needs to keep you in his sight at all times so he can do his 
job and look after you. There is no doubt that we have close bonds with 
our dogs and dogs do like to be with us and there is a way you can tell 
whether your dog just likes to be with you or is feeling they need to 
protect you. This is how, when he is curled up asleep in the lounge and 
you go into another room, does he get up instantly and follow you? If 
your dog gets up straight away and has to come with you, this is a dog 
who feels he needs to guard you. Should he come sometime later or you 
are able to walk back in without him coming to find you, your dog is not 
feeling he needs to look after you.  
 
The answer is to relieve your dog of the pack leader position so that you 
become the boss who comes and goes without your dog feeling 
responsible for you. This will also help an insecure dog to feel more 
confident when left alone.   
 
This is how you do it… 
 
Your aim is to create a 'mock up' situation where you will be non-verbally 
communicating that you are the pack leader, which means you come and 
go as you please. You will also be reassuring your dog that when you go 
out you always come back. This is a great training method you can use 
when you are not actually going out as well as when you are going out. 
 

• Do not fuss your dog for about 15 minutes before you are going to 
practice this method. Remember no explanations or feeling guilty 
or leaving any treats down.  

 
• When your dog is calm, with a strong upright body posture you 

walk out of the door, whether that is the kitchen door if that is 
where your dog stays when you go out or whether it is the front 
door. 

 



• If your dog becomes stressed quickly when you go out, you need to 
go back in before this starts, which could be as little as 5-10 
seconds. Should the time period be longer before he starts to bark, 
howl or whine then go back in the kitchen after approximately one 
minute. 

 
There are two key points to remember here. 
 
1) Walk back in only when your dog is not barking, scratching, 
jumping or any behaviour you would like to change. The reason this is 
vital is otherwise your dog will associate that his undesirable behaviour 
makes you come back in, which encourages him to do it more. This is 
why you should walk back in before your dog has started to demonstrate 
anxiety and if he has started before you were able to walk in then ensure 
there is a gap or a pause in his behaviour before you open the door. This 
will associate good behaviour with you coming back. 
 
2)    You need to remember that even though you have been away for 
a short period, you are reuniting, which means: 
 

• Do not look  
• Touch or  
• Talk to him. 

 
Also, remember your upright body language and enter as a pack leader. 
 

• Stay with your dog without acknowledging him until he has 
relaxed and then calmly walk out of the room again with an upright 
body posture and without looking at him when you close the door 
behind you. 

 
• Leave for a slightly longer period this time and enter back in when 

your dog is not demonstrating anxious behaviours. Remember: 
 

• Do not look  
• Touch or  
• Talk to him. 

 
Stay in there until your dog relaxes and then calmly walk out again, 
closing the door behind you. 
 



• Continue to do this, building up the time between leaving and 
returning. Repetition and consistency is the key to success. 

 
I would recommend doing this 2-3 times a day when you are not going 
out as well as before you do go out. When it is time for you to go out for 
a longer period your dog has become accepting to you coming and going. 
 
You have communicated 2 clear messages to your dog: 
 

1. You come and go as you please because you are in charge. 
2. When you go out you always come back. 

 

Some final reminders: 

Let’s reiterate what you need to do in order to relieve your dog from his 
pack leader status. Essentially you need to convince him in all areas he 
looks for leadership that you are the best person for the job. You adopt 
the body language and non-verbal communication of a pack leader, which 
means you are almost regal like and aloof and everything is on your 
terms. You remain calm and assertive in his presence and expect your 
boundaries to be respected. You are confident, decisive and strong and if 
this does not feel natural to you, you practice visualisations, imagining 
you are someone who has these qualities, or you remember a time when 
you felt invincible and re-live that time. You and your dog will benefit 
tremendously and with practice this confident way of being, starts to 
become normal to you. Wherever possible you will ignore attention 
seeking behaviour, praise good behaviour and use your upright body 
language with a firm ‘Hey’ or ‘No’ when putting down boundaries. You 
understand that the time to talk, stroke or pet your dog is when he is calm 
and relaxed as this will nurture a healthy state of mind. In the same way 
you will not pet your dog when he is stressed and act as if nothing is 
wrong when he is fearful or upset so you do not nurture an imbalanced 
state of mind. You understand that your dog demonstrates submission by 
lowering his body, putting his ears back and lowering his tail and that this 
is a sign of respect, you have not upset or hurt him in any way! 

 

 

 



What you can look forward to when your dog has accepted you as the 
leader: 

Imagine this: 
 
You have a calm and balanced dog who is not dominant around food and 
walks calmly by your side when outside. You have a dog that comes back 
when called off the lead and who looks at you for direction. You have a 
dog who alerts you when someone comes to the door and will stop 
barking when you calmly communicate there is nothing to concern him 
and he happily steps back so you can go to the door. Your dog does not 
jump up when you arrive home but is pleased to see you, respectfully 
waiting until he is invited into your personal space. You have a dog that 
is not aggressive with other dogs but is trusting in your leadership and 
wants to please the pack leader. You have a happy and well balanced dog. 
 
How will you know when you are not acting like a pack leader? 
 
Your dog will let you know if you are not meeting expectations as a pack 
leader and will do so by demonstrating unwanted behaviours and 
challenging you. No problem, you are empowered to answer any 
questions he may present and will discover there is one or more of the 
main areas we have discussed that has been relaxed, which is why he is 
testing your leadership. The more submissive your dog naturally is, the 
fewer questions you will be asked. 
 
I encourage you to use your own intuition when working with your dog. 
You know his character and will discover your own methods that are 
successful for you individually. You now have the foundations that are 
required to bring balance to your dog. Also, you have an understanding 
about dog psychology, which will connect you even more with your dog, 
he better watch out because ‘you’re on to him!’  
 
Be calm, firm and relax! Laugh, have fun and enjoy your dog. You can 
do anything you want with him, just remember ‘Leadership first and then 
affection’ and watch as his joyful personality shines through. 
 

 
 
 
 


